CASTING
GEORGE BALANCHINE’S THE NUTCRACKER® IN THE PARK
DOWNTOWN DORAL PARK
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 29, 2020 – 7:30PM

ACT I

Frau Stahlbaum  Nicole Stalker
Marie  Mia Zaffaroni
Herr Drosselmeier  Reyneris Reyes
His Nephew (The Nutcracker)  Dominick Scherer
Mice  Cameron Catazaro, Julian Goodwin-Ferris, Jordan Martinez, Benjamin Lepson, Francisco Schilereff, Luiz Silva
The Snowflakes  Alaina Andersen, Itzkan Barbosa, Adrienne Carter, Julia Cinquemani, Mayumi Enokibara, Nina Fernandes, Maddie Goodman, Anna Grunewald, Juliet Hay, Suzette Logue, Petra Love, Madison McDonough, Taylor Naturkas, Christie Sciturro, Nicole Stalker, Ella Titus

INTERMISSION

ACT II

The Sugarplum Fairy and her Cavalier  Katia Carranza, Kleber Rebello
Little Princess  Mia Zaffaroni
Little Prince  Dominick Scherer
Hot Chocolate  Lauren Fadeley and Chase Swatosh with Itzkan Barbosa, Sarah Ashley Chicola, Juliet Hay, Taylor Naturkas, Cameron Catazaro, Harrison Monaco, Francisco Schilereff, Eric Trope
Arabian Coffee  Jordan-Elizabeth Long
Tea  Shimon Ito with Ling Minucci, Evalyn Sartuche
Candy Canes  Alexander Peters with Leya Simone Graham, Ilona Halloran-Rojas, Sirjia Joeveer, Alyssa Lamb, Paulina Luis, Ashley Perez, Jasmin Rossi, Daniella Yunis
Marzipan Shepardesses  Ashley Knox with Mayumi Enokibara, Nina Fernandes, Suzette Logue, Helen Ruiz
Mother Ginger and her Polichinelles  Bradley Dunlap with Mia Chang, Harper Clubb, Fuyumi Espinal-Yako, Amaya Drake Morejon, Anahi Orzuza Martinez, Allegra Richerson, Sophie Timna, Francesca Yunis
Dewdrop  Nathalia Arja
Flowers  Adrienne Carter and Samantha Hope Galler with Alaina Andersen, Itzkan Barbosa, Sarah Ashley Chicola, Mary Kate Edwards, Maddie Goodman, Anna Grunewald, Juliet Hay, Taylor Naturkas, Kaelah Poulos-Hopkins, Christie Sciturro, Giselle Tiret, Ella Titus
VIDEO PERFORMANCE

Dr. Stahlbaum  Rainer Krenstetter
Frau Stahlbaum  Tricia Albertson
Their Children
  Marie  Mia Zaffaroni
  Fritz  Dev Jones
  Maids  Ella Titus, Ao Wang

The Guests
  Parents  Eric Beckham, Cameron Catazaro, Julia Cinquemani, Petra Love, Madison McDonough, Harrison Monaco, Francisco Schilereff, Alyssa Schroeder
  Children  Ella Adler, Allegra Dacquino, Amaya Drake, Fuyumi Espinal-Yako, Papatyra Gunay, Gianna Montiel, Anahi Orzuza, Thaddeus Perry, Sabrina Rorer, Zoe Twigg, Francesca Yunis

Grandparents  Anna Grunewald and Santiago Castañeda

Herr Drosselmeier  Didier Bramaz
  His Nephew (The Nutcracker)  Dominick Scherer

Toys
  Columbine  Ellen Grocki
  Harlequin  Alex Manning
  Soldier  Shimon Ito

Mouse King  Eric Trope
  Mice  Eric Beckham, Satoki Habuchi, Aaron Hilton, Alex Manning, Harrison Monaco, Ariel Rose, Luiz Silva, Damian Zamorano

Small Mice  Noelle Basadre, Alina Besteman, Ari Besteman, Abigail Gonzalez, Julia Libhaber, Michaela Maffei, Penelope Paz, Luiza Russo

Bunny  Carolina Rodriguez
  Sentry  Mia Forzutti
  Trumpeter  Leah Fernandez

Soldiers  Francesca Alvernia, Juliette Bona, Lara Chiang, Airauny Fuentes, Miren Grisola, Ivanna Guardazzi, Eftalya Gunay, Caroline Jacobs, Marina La Mendola, Amelie Leitchling, Yustina Popovych, Zlata Popovych, Rachele Ramas, Victoria Sans de Acedo, Cocone Velasquez, Mariana Yunis

---

Miami City Ballet presents George Balanchine’s The Nutcracker® in the Park is made possible through a partnership between the Codina Family, Downtown Doral, the City of Doral and healthcare sponsor Baptist Health South Florida. Baptist Health South Florida is serving as the lead sponsor of the free opening night performance on December 18th for essential workers, which is also supported by The Kirk Foundation, Canarias, Nicklaus Children’s Hospital, and the Tourism Office of Spain in Miami. All performances of George Balanchine’s The Nutcracker® in the Park are made possible through a generous grant from the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation. Miami-Dade County support is provided by the Miami-Dade County Department of Cultural Affairs and the Cultural Affairs Council, the Miami-Dade County Mayor and Board of County Commissioners.
CASTING

GEORGE BALANCHINE’S THE NUTCRACKER® IN THE PARK
DOWNTOWN DORAL PARK
WEDNESDAY DECEMBER 30, 2020 – 3:30 PM

ACT I

Frau Stahlbaum  Tricia Albertson
Marie        Mia Zaffaroni
Herr Drosselmeier  Reyneris Reyes
His Nephew (The Nutcracker)  Dominick Scherer
Mice  Cameron Catazor, Julian Goodwin-Ferris, Jordan Martinez, Benjamin Lepson, Francisco Schilereff, Luiz Silva
The Snowflakes  Alaina Andersen, Itzkan Barbosa, Adrienne Carter, Julia Cinquemani, Mayumi Enokibara, Nina Fernandes, Maddie Goodman, Anna Grunewald, Juliet Hay, Suzette Logue, Petra Love, Madison McDonough, Taylor Naturkas, Christie Sciturro, Nicole Stalker, Ella Titus

INTERMISSION

ACT II

The Sugarplum Fairy and her Cavalier  Katia Carranza, Carlos Quenedit
Little Princess  Mia Zaffaroni
Little Prince  Dominick Scherer
Hot Chocolate  Nicole Stalker and Damian Zamorano with Itzkan Barbosa, Sarah Ashley Chicola, Juliet Hay, Taylor Naturkas, Cameron Catazor, Harrison Monaco, Francisco Schilereff, Eric Trope
Arabian Coffee  Jordan-Elizabeth Long
Tea  Shimon Itoi with Ling Minucci, Evalyn Sartuche
Candy Canes  Alexander Peters with Leya Simone Graham, Ilona Halloran-Rojas, Sirjia Joeveer, Alyssa Lamb, Paulina Luis, Ashley Perez, Jasmin Rossi, Daniella Yunis
Marzipan Shepardesses  Ashley Knox with Mayumi Enokibara, Nina Fernandes, Suzette Logue, Helen Ruiz
Mother Ginger and her Polichinelles  Samivel Evans with Mia Chang, Harper Clubb, Fuyumi Espinal-Yako, Amaya Drake Morejon, Anahi Orzuza Martinez, Allegra Richerson, Sophie Timna, Francesca Yunis
Dewdrop  Nathalia Arja
Flowers  Petra Love and Madison Mcdonough with Alaina Andersen, Itzkan Barbosa, Sarah Ashley Chicola, Mary Kate Edwards, Maddie Goodman, Anna Grunewald, Juliet Hay, Taylor Naturkas, Kaelah Poulos-Hopkins, Christie Sciturro, Giselle Tiret, Ella Titus
VIDEO PERFORMANCE

Dr. Stahlbaum  Rainer Krenstetter
Frau Stahlbaum  Tricia Albertson
Their Children
  Marie  Mia Zaffaroni
  Fritz  Dev Jones
  Maids  Ella Titus, Ao Wang
The Guests
  Parents  Eric Beckham, Cameron Catabazo, Julia Cinquemani, Petra Love, Madison McDonough, Harrison Monaco, Francisco Schilereff, Alyssa Schroeder
  Children  Ella Adler, Allegra Dacquino, Amaya Drake, Fuyumi Espinal-Yako, Papatya Gunay, Gianna Montiel, Anahi Orzuza, Thaddius Perry, Sabrina Rorer, Zoe Twigg, Francesca Yunis
Grandparents  Anna Grunewald and Santiago Castañeda
Herr Drosselmeier  Didier Bramaz
  His Nephew (The Nutcracker)  Dominick Scherer
Toys
  Columbine  Ellen Grocki
  Harlequin  Alex Manning
  Soldier  Shimon Ito
Mouse King  Eric Trope
Mice  Eric Beckham, Satoki Habuchi, Aaron Hilton, Alex Manning, Harrison Monaco, Ariel Rose, Luiz Silva, Damian Zamorano
Small Mice  Noelle Basadre, Alina Besteman, Ari Besteman, Abigail Gonzalez, Julia Libhaber, Michaela Maffei, Penelope Paz, Luiza Russo
Bunny  Carolina Rodriguez
Sentry  Mia Forzutti
Trumpeter  Leah Fernandez
Soldiers  Francesca Alvernia, Juliette Bona, Lara Chiang, Airayuny Fuentes, Miren Grisola, Ivanna Guardazzi, Efalya Gunay, Caroline Jacobs, Marina La Mendola, Amelie Leitchling, Yustina Popovych, Zlata Popovych, Rachele Ramas, Victoria Sans de Acedo, Cocone Velasquez, Mariana Yunis